December 8, 2016

HELP WITH GROWERS YEAR-END INVENTORY
Growers needs lots of help with the year-end inventory.
The IRS wants to know how rich we've become (ha, ha).
This year the counting and weighing will begin at 6: 30 pm
on Friday, December 30th. We will finish up starting at 11
am on Saturday, December 31st. You can arrive an hour
late if you wish. No experience is necessary. You can stay
for an hour, or work longer, if you so desire. We offer
double pumpkins, so helping with inventory is a good
opportunity for students or other busy people who have a
little free time at the end of the year. The co-op will be
open for shopping on December 30th, so people can buy
groceries and then help with inventory. But if you are not
volunteering at Growers on that Friday, you might want to
avoid all the activity at the end of the last business day of
the year. -- Milton

GROWERS PARKING
The Growers Market building again has free parking in
the five spots in a row in the Southwest corner of the
parking lot. Workers had to get permission before putting
the reserved parking signs in a couple of spaces, so for a
while the Growers spots were not all in a row. --Milton
STANDING ROCK
My BIG Dream is to attend Sacred Stone Camp at Standing
Rock in a Motorhome, thats length is between 20-40 feet,
with a hitch to pull a trailer FULL of winter donations. This
way we can offer the Indigenous Peoples warm sleep
accommodations. Being at Standing Rock on Solstice is the
plan. Leaving Eugene, Oregon December 18, Returning
January 4, flexible dates.
I am a Healer, bringing herbal medicines and knowledge to
the Warriors. As a skilled team of 3 licensed large vehicle
winter weather drivers, 3 Healers, and 4 other supporters
we will do a supply run to the Sovereign Land in North
Dakota, and stay to aide for two weeks.

Looking for a RV that sleeps 5, has toilet/shower and
kitchen, heater, clean title, hitch (optional), in good driving
condition. We are asking to borrow a Recreational Vehicle
for three weeks. Few days to load, Two weeks at Standing
Rock, and a few days to unload. We plan to return the Rig
after a thorough cleaning. We are able to sign a contact
from the use of your property.
Also we seek a trailer to be pulled by the Motorhome, Full
of supplies!! This trailer can be donated to Standing Rock
at the end of our stay, or returned to you in the Eugene area.
If you have a rig and/or tailer that sounds like what we
looking for please contact us. Thank you!
Text message 77five209014five

Send submissions to garbanzo@lists.opn.org. Newsletter copy deadline
is 5:00 pm Wednesday. Market hours are Tuesdays 5:30-7:30pm;
Thursdays 2:30 to 7:30 pm and Fridays 10:00 am to 6:30 pm. An
orientation to Growers is held each Thursday at 1:30. The Growers
email list includes an electronic banzo, events notices, and other misc
info. growers@lists.opn.org To subscribe via email, send a message to
growers-join@lists.opn.org Growers Market: 541-687-1145.

